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"The infinite soul ring is only partially damaged, it's not completely broken! In its current state, it's 

actually not much different from a one-star earth-god instrument!" 

 the only difference is that its spirituality has been greatly diminished over the years. It's much weaker 

than a one-star earth-god instrument!  As long as its spirit is awakened, it can become a one-star earth-

god instrument!" 

"Let The Limitless Soul ring's spirituality recover?" 

Xuanyuan tuohai's face was full of surprise, and he said awkwardly, "  I've never heard of such a thing ... 

This must be more difficult than repairing magical equipment, right? " 

"It's not difficult at all. It'll only take a few minutes!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  as long as I can awaken the boundless soul ring's spirituality and take 

it one step further, I'll be able to establish a spiritual connection with it. Then, I'll be able to understand 

more about the Secrets of the Demon race's Holy King!  

"Is ... Is this really not difficult at all?" Xuanyuan tuohai said in disbelief,"a damaged Dharma Treasure 

turned into a one-star earth-god instrument in just a few minutes!" This is simply a fantasy ... It's 

impossible to achieve ..." 

"Just wait and see!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and took out the heaven and earth furnace from his infinite 

space ring. 

That's right! 

Chen Xiaobei's Secret technique was to use the spiritual aura of heaven and earth to revive the infinite 

soul ring's spirituality. 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei had also used the spiritual aura of heaven and earth to awaken the dragon's 

Edge's spirit and activate the black Thunder of Nirvana! 

It was the same logic now. 

Although the infinite soul ring was damaged, its body was not broken. As long as the spirituality of the 

one-star earth-god instrument was restored, the infinite soul ring could restore its power as a one-star 

earth-god instrument! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

The heaven and earth furnace had already refined a large amount of resources. With a single thought 

from Chen Xiaobei, the spiritual aura of heaven and earth flowed out and into the infinite soul ring. 

 what ... What is this ...  Xuanyuan taohai was dumbfounded. 
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Ever since he met Chen Xiaobei, Xuanyuan tuohai had seen many things that he had never dared to 

imagine. 

Chaos Blood Sword, Blood God's deity-killing painting, cloud somersault, earth escape immortal puppet, 

heaven and earth smelt ... 

Each and every one of these things had a huge impact on Xuanyuan tuohai's heart, making him respect 

Chen Xiaobei even more. 

She was treating Chen Xiaobei like a god, giving him the most devout faith. 

"This is the spiritual aura of heaven and earth. It is an energy of a higher level than spiritual Qi! It has 

many wondrous uses!" Chen Xiaobei explained. 

Xuanyuan taohai was confused by Chen Xiaobei's words. He felt that Chen Xiaobei was unfathomable, 

and his admiration for Chen Xiaobei grew. 

After a period of time, the spiritual aura of heaven and earth stopped flowing. 

"I've succeeded!" 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and lifted the infinite soul ring. 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

At the same time, the infinite soul ring began to emit a spiritual energy that was a hundred times 

stronger than before, actively communicating with Chen Xiaobei. 

"Heavens!" 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan tuohai could not help but exclaim, "  the strength of the spiritual fluctuation has 

indeed reached the level of a one-star earth-god ... This is too unbelievable ...  

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything but continued to communicate with the infinite soul ring. 

Xuanyuan tuohai was still a little worried and said nervously, " "Master, can you control it?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " "The spiritual connection has been established. From now 

on, the infinite soul ring is my magic treasure!" 

 it's so smooth!?  

 Oh!  Xuanyuan tuohai was both surprised and delighted.  since you've already become the owner of the 

infinite soul ring, why don't you put in more spiritual aura of heaven and earth and raise its level!  

"I can't!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  the infinite soul ring itself is only equivalent to a one-star earth-god 

instrument! If he wanted to upgrade it, he had to repair some damaged areas first! Only a stronger body 

can bear a stronger spirituality!" 

 I see ...  Xuanyuan taohai was enlightened."This is just like our cultivation! Only when one's physique is 

strong enough can one withstand even more power!" 



"Oh? Your comprehension isn't bad!"  that's right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  that's right!  

"Thank you for your praise, master!" 

Xuanyuan tuohai smiled happily and asked, " "Since the infinite soul ring is already a one-star earth-god 

instrument, what is its special ability? Is it powerful?" 

"Soul devour! Soul Control!" "This is the power of the infinite soul ring!" Chen Xiaobei said. As long as it's 

used well, it can be said to be extremely heaven-defying!" 

Hearing this, Xuanyuan taohai said excitedly,'Soul Catcher! Soul Control! Just from the sound of it, it 

sounds awesome!" 

 this is supposed to be your talisman! Don't you think it's a pity that I took it? " Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Ah?" 

Xuanyuan tuohai was stunned and shook his head.  "What's there to pity? I can't control this magic 

treasure at all! The Demon King will devour my soul and steal my body! What's the difference between 

that and killing me?" 

"Moreover! Master's kindness to me is as heavy as a mountain! You know that I will bring countless 

troubles and disasters, but you are still willing to help me!" 

"The point is, master even took me in as a disciple and taught me the Jade pure origin divine technique. 

Master is like my second parent! I'm willing to offer everything I have to master! To show respect to 

master!" 

Xuanyuan tuohai was very sincere and grateful. He did not mind that Chen Xiaobei had taken the infinite 

soul ring. 

"Alright, since you've said so, master won't be polite with you!" 

"Now that I have the infinite soul ring, I have more clues!" We can follow the clues to uncover the 

mystery surrounding you!" 

Xuanyuan taohai hurriedly asked,"what was that thing that backfired on me?" Is it really the Demon 

King's clone?" 

"It's not a clone, but the difference isn't big!"  that's the soul of the limitless demon nation's Saint King!  

Chen Xiaobei explained.  one seventh of his soul!  

"Soul? One-seventh? There's such a function?" Xuanyuan tuohai was dumbfounded, his three views 

were refreshed. 

"This is the boundless demon nation's unique secret technique, the heavenly demon disintegration!" 

"One-seventh of the soul in the infinite soul ring was created by this secret technique!" The evil demon 

bloodline in your body is also the inheritance of this secret technique!" 

"Then, How can I change my fate?" Xuanyuan taohai asked hurriedly. 



"I've told you all the clues I know, but it still can't solve the problem completely!" "We can ask the other 

demon kings for more secrets!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Other demon kings? You also know the devil King?" Xuanyuan tuohai was shocked. 

"Yes, I do." 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and took out his spiritual bursting flames King Sword.  "This demonic sword will 

lead us to the spirit Flame King of the limitless demon Kingdom!" 

 Spirit Flame King!?  

"I've heard of it!" Xuanyuan tuohai was shocked. Under the devil nation's Saint King, there were four 

Guardian Kings! Southern spirit Flame! The northern fiend water! Eastern wild Thunder! Western 

fantasy Gold!" 
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"Oh? Other than the spirit Flame King, the devil Kingdom has three more Guardian Kings!" 

 " Oh? " Chen Xiaobei asked, " then do you know if the other three Guardian Kings are still alive? " 

"They should all be dead ..." 

"Tens of millions of years ago, the four continents and the earth immortal world's Almighty 

exterminated the boundless demon nation!" Xuanyuan tuohai said. Even the strongest, Wuji Saint King, 

died in battle, so there's even less of a chance for the Four Guardian Kings to survive!" 

"They all died in battle?" Chen Xiaobei said, "  whatever, let's go find the spirit Flame King first. We 

should be able to get more clues from him!  

 but how do we find the spirit Flame King? " Xuanyuan tuohai asked doubtfully. 

"Wait!" 

Chen Xiaobei used his spiritual energy to communicate with the spiritual bursting flames spiritual King 

Sword. 

"Young master! You've used the explosive flame Spirit King Sword, right? When will you come and save 

me ... As long as you release me from the seal ... I will immediately remove the spiritual connection 

between me and the bursting flames Spirit King Sword and give it to the young master!" 

Soon, the spirit Flame King's voice was heard in Chen Xiaobei's mind. He was very excited. 

"Cut the crap!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not hold back and said, " "Immediately point me in the right direction, I'll go find you 

now!" 

"Good, good, good ... This is great!" 
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The spiritual Flame King was so excited that he said, " "I'm at the core of the area that the Vermillion 

Bird Royal City is responsible for excavating! Hurry up and come over, I'll teach you how to break the 

seal!" 

"No rush!" 

 what are you doing here? " Chen Xiaobei asked.  why are you in the excavation site of the Vermillion 

Bird Royal City? " How did the Vermillion Bird Royal City know that there must be a secret at that 

location?" 

 one had to know that heaven dominating faction, demonic sect, Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermillion 

Bird, and Vermillion Bird all had their own excavation areas. 

For tens of millions of years, the excavation operation of these six forces had not been able to reap 

much harvest. 

However, these six forces never changed their excavation areas. It was as if they all knew that they 

would definitely be able to dig out something of vital importance in their respective areas! 

There must be an undisguisable secret behind this! 

"Young master! Your question can't be explained in a few words! You'd better come and help me break 

the seal!" 

 no problem!  the spiritual Flame King said impatiently.  as long as you help me break the seal, all 

problems will be solved!  I'll tell you all the secrets I know!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Originally, you were not qualified to negotiate with me! However, I'm in a good 

mood today, so I'll let you out first and then slowly ask you!" 

 yes!  the spirit Flame King quickly agreed.  Okay, okay, okay!  Please come over quickly! I'll be waiting 

for you!" 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei kept his flame spiritual King Sword and took out his earth escape divine gourd. 

He would return to the surface first, then use the somersault cloud to bring Xuanyuan tuohai to the 

region where the Vermillion Bird Royal City was located. 

The underground devil Kingdom was huge, and it would take some time to get there. 

Along the way, Xuanyuan tuohai couldn't hide his worry and said, " "Master! You can't just agree to the 

spirit Flame King's request because you're in a good mood!" 

"Why can't I?" Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

"Because, the legendary Spirit Flame King is a super Demon King at the earth Fairy level! They are 

extremely powerful!" 



Xuanyuan tuohai said nervously, " "For thousands of years, although the spiritual Flame King has been 

sealed, his strength can only be higher! If you let him out rashly, it's very likely that you'll let the Tiger 

back into the mountain to harm yourself!" 

Chen Xiaobei was not worried at all. He smiled and said, " "You're quite vigilant, kid! However, you don't 

have to worry at all. I've got the spiritual Flame King in my hands!" 

"What? You're sure you can defeat the spirit Flame King?" 

Xuanyuan taohai swallowed his saliva and exclaimed in shock, "  master, you're too arrogant ... It's said 

that the spirit Flame King defeated more than a dozen earth level deities in the war that year. This is no 

joke ...  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  I can defeat hundreds and thousands of humans of the same level by 

myself. It's no big deal.  

 this ...  Xuanyuan tuohai was speechless. He felt like he and Chen Xiaobei were from two different 

worlds. The gap between them was too big. 

…… 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei and Xuanyuan tuohai arrived at the royal city of Vermillion Bird. 

"Master ..." 

Xuanyuan tuohai was very nervous. He followed closely behind Chen Xiaobei and mumbled, " "Can't we 

just sneak in? We'll definitely be discovered if we walk in like this ..." 

It was obvious that Xuanyuan tuohai was a slave of the Wang family of Vermilion Bird and was afraid of 

the Wang family. Naturally, he was afraid of the Vermilion Bird Royal City that the Wang family ruled. 

"Raise your head! Chest out! Show me your imposing manner!" 

 you're no longer the Wang family's servant. You're now a disciple of bei Xuan faction! You don't have to 

be afraid of anyone!  

 this ...  Xuanyuan taohai gulped. He felt that Chen Xiaobei's tone was too arrogant. 

After all, the Vermillion Bird Royal City was the most powerful force on the Vermillion Bird continent in 

apocalypse Starfield! 

The members of the Vermillion Bird Royal City were all aristocrats that no one dared to offend! 

However, Chen Xiaobei was standing right in the Vermillion bird's territory, and he said that he did not 

need to be afraid of anyone! 

He couldn't be more arrogant in this state! 

Xuanyuan tuohai was secretly worried for Chen Xiaobei! 

"Who are you? Stop!" 



Suddenly, two Vermillion bird's soldiers rushed over with sabers in their hands and blocked Chen Xiaobei 

and Xuanyuan tuohai's path. 

Xuanyuan tuohai's heart was in his throat as he muttered, " "I knew it ... It'll definitely cause trouble ... 

There's still time to escape now ..." 

Chen Xiaobei ignored Xuanyuan tuohai and took a step forward.  "I don't want to talk nonsense with the 

small fry. Call the manager out!" 

"Numbing! Who are you calling a small fry?" 

The two soldiers were very unhappy. They gritted their teeth and threatened, " "Kneel down 

immediately and apologize to us! Otherwise, we'll make sure you die without an intact corpse ... Hiss ..." 

Before he could finish his sentence, the two soldiers gasped at the same time. Their faces turned as pale 

as paper, and their bodies trembled. 

At that moment, the two soldiers could clearly feel a terrifying pressure erupting from Chen Xiaobei's 

body. 

He was like an unparalleled tyrant who could cause rivers of blood to flow in his anger! Mountains of 

corpses! 

The pupils of the two soldiers contracted uncontrollably. Their mental states were crushed by the 

pressure, and they even had an illusion, as if they were surrounded by countless butcher knives and 

would be cut into pieces at any time! 

"We ... We'll go and invite the fifth Prince ..." 

The two soldiers were so scared that they ran away. They did not even have the courage to stay in front 

of Chen Xiaobei for another second. 
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 master ... What happened just now ... Why do I suddenly feel so scared that I can't even breathe ...  

Xuanyuan tuohai was also affected by the pressure and was still in shock. 

This is Qi!  

 " aura, presence, and temperament are things that can't be seen or touched. They need to go through 

countless trials and tribulations to slowly develop.  

"I got it!" 

Xuanyuan taohai was suddenly enlightened,'this is the legendary dominance! Master! It was your 

domineering aura that made the two soldiers and I so nervous and restless!" 

"Domineering? Pfft ..." 

Chen Xiaobei laughed and said, " "You can understand it that way! I've never lacked domineering air!" 
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"This kid is really shameless! You're not even fully grown yet, and you dare to boast like this!" 

At this moment, an ear-piercing voice came from nearby. 

Looking over, they saw a proud-looking young man walking over with a hundred Vermillion Bird Imperial 

Guards. 

"Mu ... Mu Chenyu!" 

 that's mu Chenyu!  Xuanyuan taohai became nervous.  that's the fifth Prince of the Vermillion Bird 

Royal City, mu Chenyu!  

"Mu Chen?" 

Chen Xiaobei took a step forward and said, " "Fifth Prince, I have something to discuss with you." 

"You? Hmph!" 

Mu Chenyu snorted and said in disdain, " "Who the hell are you? What right do you have to discuss this 

with me?" 

 it doesn't matter who I am. What's important is that you'll regret it if you don't listen to me!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

"What? I'll regret it?" 

Mu Chenyu suddenly laughed out loud,"kid, you must be a retard." I'm the fifth Prince of the Vermillion 

Bird Royal City! This was the territory of the Vermillion Bird Royal City! Do you think you can make me 

regret? Why don't you just go to heaven!" 

The hundred Vermillion Bird Imperial Guards couldn't help but laugh at this. 

"This kid is definitely an idiot! He actually dared to show off in front of the fifth Prince! He really doesn't 

know his place!" 

"That's right! The fifth Prince was a two-fire god-refining expert! 2,000,000 combat power is more than 

enough to crush that little idiot!" 

"Why would the fifth Prince need to do it himself? If we form a battle formation, we can still destroy 

that kid!" 

"He actually has the nerve to say that he doesn't lack domineering aura? His skin is thicker than the city 

walls!" 

The soldiers were all ridiculing Chen Xiaobei, as if he was an idiot. 

"Master ... What ... What should we do ..." 

Xuanyuan tuohai was extremely nervous,"are you going to take out your earth-god instrument and fight 

them to the death?" This is the Vermillion Bird Royal city's territory, and I heard that there's a five-star 

earth-god level protective array ... If we really fight, I'm afraid we'll be in big trouble ..." 



Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "There's no need to risk your life. It's actually very simple to make mu 

Chenyu obedient!" 

"Numbing! You brat, you still dare to act tough!" 

"I am a noble prince!" Mu Chenyu was furious. How could I listen to a little brat like you? It's simply 

ridiculous!" 

The soldiers around him started to laugh at Chen Xiaobei. 

Xuanyuan tuohai's face turned red and then green. He could not understand why Chen Xiaobei would 

anger mu Chenyu. 

Chen Xiaobei was as calm as ever and asked, " "Do you know mu chenfeng?" 

"Who is it? Mu chenfeng? Hahaha ..." 

Mu Chenyu's expression froze for a moment, then he burst out laughing."Are you a fool invited by a 

retard? Mu chenfeng is my biological brother from the same father and mother. If I don't know him, do 

you know him?" 

"You're right, I also know your brother!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "Besides, your brother listens 

to me!" 

"Bullshit!" 

"You brat!" Mu Chenyu was furious,"it's fine if you're acting tough, but how dare you humiliate my 

brother!" You're simply looking for death!" 

 I'm just telling the truth! I'm not humiliating anyone!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Hmph! My brother is the third Prince of the Vermillion Bird Royal City!  heaven dominating faction core 

disciple! Five fire god refinement 3.5 million combat power! He is ranked tenth on the minor heavenly 

fate ranking!" 

"My brother is one of the top geniuses in the earth-god Realm!" Mu Chenyu shouted. A little rascal like 

you wants my brother to be obedient? If this wasn't humiliation, then what was? If you don't apologize, 

I'll definitely kill you!" 

It was obvious that mu Chenyu and mu chenfeng had a good relationship as brothers. 

Moreover, mu Chenyu admired his brother mu chenfeng very much and was extremely protective of 

him. He was even willing to kill him because of a single word. 

The surrounding soldiers could feel their master's anger and followed suit. 

"You little brat! Apologize to the third Prince immediately! Otherwise, don't even think about leaving 

here alive!" 

"Apologize! You little rascal! How dare you humiliate the third Prince! You must apologize!" 

"Apologize immediately! Otherwise, don't blame us for being ruthless!" 



Seeing this, Xuanyuan tuohai's heart turned cold and he broke out in a cold sweat. 

Even though Xuanyuan tuohai trusted and respected Chen Xiaobei, he could not imagine how Chen 

Xiaobei would be able to escape unscathed. 

Unexpectedly, Chen Xiaobei was still calm and composed. He took out his phone and dialed a number. 

"Little bastard! What are you doing!" 

Seeing this, mu Chenyu was even more furious. He roared, " "This Prince wants you to apologize! 

Otherwise, die!" 

"Come, I've already dialed your brother's number. Tell him to tell you!" Chen Xiaobei beckoned with his 

finger and passed the phone to her. 

"F * cking retard!" 

"You think you're worthy of calling my brother?" mu Chenyu said disdainfully. Do you think I'm a three-

year-old kid who can be easily deceived?" 

"You're not coming?"  Oh? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  then I'll put it on speaker!  

"Open it!" Mu Chenyu shouted angrily. If you have the guts, turn on the speaker! I'd like to see how 

you're going to make my brother appear!" 

"Mu Chenyu! You're an idiot!" 

Chen Xiaobei put the call on speaker and mu chenfeng's voice came out of the phone. 

"This ... This, this, this ..." 

In an instant, mu Chenyu, Xuanyuan tuohai, and all the soldiers were dumbfounded. They could not 

believe their ears. 

"Mu Chenyu! Did you hear it?" Mu chenfeng furiously shouted. 

 yeah ... I'm here ...  mu Chenyu nodded and said, "  brother, don't be angry. Let's talk it out!  

"Talk nicely? Say your sister!" 

"You idiot! How dare you offend Childe Zhufeng!" Mu chenfeng shouted angrily. I order you to apologize 

to Childe Chen, or we can't even be brothers anymore!" 

 what??? " 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked. 
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"Brother? You want me to apologize to that kid?" 

Mu Chenyu was dumbfounded, and his face turned green. He said awkwardly, " "Brother ... Did you take 

the wrong medicine ..." 
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It had to be said that mu Chenyu was right! Mu chenfeng had taken the wrong medicine! 

However, Mu Chen had been fed with high-grade heavenly dog biscuit, and was now 100% loyal to Chen 

Xiaobei! I support Chen Xiaobei unconditionally! 

"Mu Chenyu! You better listen up!" 

"Childe Chen, you're not an ordinary person!" Mu chenfeng roared. If you don't want to die, then 

apologize! And listen to Childe Zhufeng's orders! Otherwise, even I, as your brother, can't protect you!" 

"This ..." 

Mu Chenyu took a deep breath and looked at Chen Xiaobei with a complicated expression. 

The surrounding soldiers were also greatly shocked. 

No one had expected mu chenfeng to place so much importance on Chen Xiaobei that he would even 

risk his brother's life to support Chen Xiaobei. 

 my master ... Is simply too awesome ...  Xuanyuan tuohai was dumbfounded. The shock he felt was no 

less than the others. 

Back in the Wang family's territory, Chen Xiaobei had already said that Mu Chen was not good enough. 

Xuanyuan tuohai had thought that Chen Xiaobei was just acting cool, but now he realized that Chen 

Xiaobei was not acting cool at all. He was really awesome! 

"Brother ... Don't be angry ... I'll do as you say ..." She said. 

Mu Chenyu was also afraid that Chen Xiaobei was some hidden Big Shot. He quickly admitted, " Childe 

Zhufeng ... It was my fault for offending you. Please forgive me this once ...  

All the soldiers lowered their heads and looked at Chen Xiaobei in awe. 

One had to know that mu chenfeng was a character ranked tenth on the minor heavenly fate ranking! 

If even mu chenfeng respected Chen Xiaobei so much, how could the others dare to neglect him? 

"Forget it," 

 I'm not going to argue with you!  Chen Xiaobei said.  help me do something right now!  

"No problem!" 

Mu Chenyu patted his chest and said, " Childe Zhufeng, just give me your orders. I will do everything 

within my power. I will do it without a doubt!  

Chen Xiaobei hung up and ordered, " "Go and withdraw all the slaves from the excavation area!" He 

ordered. 

"Ah? This ... Why is this so?" Mu Chenyu was extremely surprised. 

 I'm going to do something. It might be dangerous. Take the slaves away so that the innocent won't be 

harmed!  Chen Xiaobei said. 



"May I ask what you want to do?" Mu Chenyu hesitated. 

"Cut the crap, are we retreating or not? One sentence!" "If you can't make the decision, I'll call your 

brother," Chen Xiaobei said impatiently. 

"Don't! Don't! If you call my brother again, I'm going to be scolded to death ..." 

Mu Chenyu shook his head and ordered, " "Pass on my order. Have all the slaves retreat to the rest 

area!" 

"Yes, sir!" 

The surrounding soldiers immediately spread out to convey the order. 

…… 

After some time, all the slaves retreated. 

Chen Xiaobei entered the excavation area alone. 

Xuanyuan tuohai and mu Chenyu, as well as a large number of Vermillion Bird Imperial Guards, were all 

at the periphery of the area, watching from afar. 

Chen Xiaobei did not let them get close because he could not trust the spiritual Flame King. 

If an accident were to happen, it could cause a large number of casualties. 

"Clang! 

Standing in the middle of the excavation area, Chen Xiaobei took out the spiritual King Sword. 

After the spiritual connection, Chen Xiaobei could hear the voice of the spiritual Flame King through the 

sword, " "Young master, have you arrived? I can already sense the spirituality of the spiritual bursting 

flames sword!" 

"I'm here. How do I get you out?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 young master, " the spiritual Flame King said respectfully.  please let go of the spiritual bursting flames 

King Sword. Leave the rest to me!  

 hmm ...  Chen Xiaobei let go of the sword. 

"Chi ..." 

With a burst of energy, the spiritual bursting flames sword left Chen Xiaobei's hand and floated in the 

air. 

The spiritual Flame King was the owner of the spiritual bursting flames sword, and they had a close 

spiritual connection. 

Spiritual Flame King could remotely control the spiritual bursting flames King Sword with his mind. 

Of course, the spiritual Flame King was still in a sealed state, so the remote control was not very 

effective. The sword was shaking and had no momentum. 



"BOOM!" 

After a while, the spiritual Flame King barely managed to control the spiritual bursting flames sword and 

ignited the blazing flames. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Then, the spiritual bursting flames King Sword started to move on the ground. 

With each slash, a burning sword mark would be left on the ground. 

Nothing could be seen at first, but as time passed, those burning sword marks actually formed a special 

array! 

 what a strong spiritual property ... This array is very terrifying!  

Even Chen Xiaobei had to back away, not daring to stand in the center of the formation. 

Outside the excavation site. 

An arrogant young man in luxurious clothes rushed toward mu Chenyu and shouted, " "Mu Chenyu! 

What the hell are you doing! Why did you withdraw all the slaves?" 

"Big brother ..." 

Mu Chenyu's expression froze for a moment before he quickly replied, "  Childe Zhufeng needs to do 

something. He needs the slaves to stop working ...  

The person that mu Chenyu had addressed as 'big brother' was naturally the first Prince of the 

Vermillion Bird Royal City, mu Yandong! 

This man had already reached the level of six flames, possessing a combat power of four million, and 

was ranked fifth on the minor heavenly fate ranking! 

As a young man under the age of 30, such strength was enough to make mu Yandong laugh proudly in 

the pugilistic world! 

It was also enough for mu Yandong to look down on anyone of his age! 

"Childe Chen? Who was it? I've never even heard of it!" 

Mu Yandong looked into the distance and said angrily,"that's just a nameless bastard!" What right do 

you have to order the slaves of the Vermillion Bird Royal City?" 

"Big brother, don't be impatient ..." 

"Childe Zhufeng is my brother's friend. He has an extraordinary status ..." Mu Chenyu quickly explained. 

"PAH!" 

Mu Yandong said disdainfully,"when your brother sees me, he still has to call me big brother with 

respect!" What's so great about your brother's friend? Go over immediately and make him stop!" 

 this ...  mu Chenyu was at a loss for words. He did not dare to talk back or stop Chen Xiaobei. 



"It seems that my orders are not effective!" 

Mu Yandong's eyes narrowed as he coldly replied, " "If you don't go, I'll go! I'd like to see what kind of 

friends mu chenfeng has made!" 

With that, mu Yandong leaped up and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

Outside, as long as there were hundreds of thousands of people, their gazes were focused on it. 

"Who are you? Don't come any closer!" Chen Xiaobei noticed that someone was approaching and 

quickly reminded him. 

"I am the first Prince of the Vermillion Bird Royal City!" 

"The land you're standing on now belongs to the Vermillion Bird Royal City!" Mu Yandong said 

arrogantly. What right do you have to tell me not to come over?" 

"There's danger here!" Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

"Heh, if you're not afraid, why should I be? Eh? Oh my God ... What ... What is that ..." 

Mu Yandong's voice had yet to fade when his expression changed drastically. 
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"BOOM!" 

With a loud explosion, the burning array on the ground started to shake violently. 

The blazing demonic flames suddenly soared like a volcanic eruption, directly rising hundreds of meters 

high. 

The demonic flames spread, as if they were going to devour the entire space. 

Outside the excavation site. 

"Heavens!" 

"What happened?" mu Chenyu was shocked. What a terrifying spiritual fluctuation! Such might was 

much more majestic than a real volcano! 

The thousands of Vermillion Bird Imperial Guards and the hundreds of thousands of slaves were also 

greatly shocked. 

Gasps of shock could be heard from the crowd. 

Xuanyuan tuohai swallowed his saliva and was even more nervous than the others.  is this a sign that the 

spiritual Flame King is going to be unsealed? Can you really deal with the spirit Flame King? if something 

goes wrong, we'll all die ..." 

At the center of the excavation site. 

"What ... What is going on? What a terrifying spiritual fluctuation ... What a terrifying demonic flame ..." 
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Mu Yandong's jaw dropped, and his face turned as pale as a sheet. He hurriedly took out two three-star 

earth-god instruments to protect himself. 

"This is my last warning to you!" Chen Xiaobei said. Hurry up and back off! Otherwise, your life will be in 

danger!" 

"Retreat? No!" 

"If you're not backing down, why should I?" mu Yandong rejected sternly. There are hundreds of 

thousands of people watching, I can't lose to you!" 

It was obvious that mu Yandong had an extremely high status! He also had the strength to surpass his 

peers! 

This made mu Yandong arrogant and conceited. He would not allow himself to be outdone by Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Moreover, mu Yandong had been disdainful of Chen Xiaobei and had even mocked him. 

If he lost to Chen Xiaobei, how could mu Yandong face the hundreds of thousands of spectators? 

He had lost all his face as the first Prince of the Vermillion Bird. How would he be able to convince the 

public in the future? 

"Idiot! Do you think that face is more important than your life?" Chen Xiaobei's brows were furrowed 

and his face was filled with anxiety. 

The terrifying magical formation in front of him had made Chen Xiaobei very uneasy. 

Mu Yandong, however, braced himself and said,"you're clearly just trying to be mysterious!" If it really 

was a threat to your life, would you still have the guts to stand here?" 

Chen Xiaobei ignored mu Yandong completely and focused on his own defense. 

"BOOM! Rumble ..." 

In the next moment, the volcano-like power erupted again. 

The endless demonic flames dyed the entire space red, and the temperature within a radius of 10000 

meters began to rise rapidly. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Then, the essence of demonic flames condensed at the core of the array and gradually formed a huge 

demonic shadow! 

Horn! Flesh wings! Sharp teeth! Sharp claws! A long tail! 

This demonic shadow had all the features of the demonic clan. At the same time, every corner of its 

body was burning with raging flames! 

It was like an evil demon born from fire. Every movement it made exuded a power that could burn 

everything! 



 Spirit Flame King ... That ... That is the legendary Spirit Flame King ...  

Outside, the soldiers and slaves all cried out in alarm. 

"According to the legends, the Saint King of the limitless demon nation had four extremely powerful 

demon kings under his command! The spiritual Flame King is one of them!" 

 back then, the spiritual Flame King killed more than a dozen humans of the same level all by himself. He 

was extremely powerful and ferocious!  

"Then aren't we dead for sure?" 

Everyone was shocked. The legend of the spirit Flame King had made everyone even more afraid. 

"Everyone, don't be nervous!" 

Mu Chenyu showed no fear and said, " "The first Prince has already gone over! As long as he is here, we 

will not be in danger!" 

Many of the Imperial Guards chimed in after hearing this. 

"That's right! The first Prince is very strong, and he has two three-star earth-god instruments. The spirit 

Flame King is not a three-star earth-god yet!" 

"Well said! Even if the spirit Flame King reincarnated, he wouldn't be a match for a three-star earth-god 

instrument!" 

"As long as the first Prince is here, we can all put our hearts at ease!" 

Everyone was filled with confidence in mu Yandong, and the Restless crowd gradually calmed down. 

Everyone assumed the posture of watching a good show, waiting for mu Yandong to perform. 

"No! You're all wrong!" 

In the crowd, only Xuanyuan tuo Hai's expression was serious. He shook his head and said, " "The first 

Prince of Vermillion Bird will definitely be defeated! If we don't retreat, we might even die there!" 

 what??? " 

A single stone caused a thousand ripples, and the surrounding crowd immediately shouted angrily, " 

"What nonsense are you talking about? Our first Prince can not be defeated!" 

Even mu Chenyu frowned and said,"little brother, you may be one of Childe Chen's men, but this is the 

territory of the Vermillion Bird Royal City!" You're going to cause public anger by speaking ill of my big 

brother!" 

"I'm telling the truth!" Xuanyuan tuohai sighed. Look at the long sword in the hands of the spiritual 

Flame King! It was a five-star earth-god instrument! Flame burst Spirit King Sword!" 

"What? A five-star earth-god instrument?" 

In an instant, the surrounding hundreds of thousands of people were like hundreds of thousands of 

frightened chicks. They all shrank their necks and their faces were full of panic. 



At first, the crowd could not understand why Chen Xiaobei wanted the slaves to leave. 

At that moment, everyone understood! 

If they didn't retreat in advance, the full power of the five-star earth-god instrument would be 

unleashed, and all of them would be killed mercilessly! 

Everyone was more or less grateful to Chen Xiaobei. 

"Big brother! Quickly retreat! There's danger over there!" Mu Chenyu shouted. 

Unfortunately, it was too late. 

"Thank you for letting me out! In return, I will burn all of you to ashes!" 

At the center of the excavation site, the spiritual Flame King glared at Chen Xiaobei and mu Yandong 

with a murderous look in his eyes. Then, he turned to look at the hundreds of thousands of people 

outside the excavation site! 

It was obvious! The spiritual Flame King was ready to start a massacre! 

In the eyes of the spirit Flame King, Chen Xiaobei and mu Yandong were just appetizers. The hundreds of 

thousands of people around them were the main course! 

 you ... Don't you dare mess around ... Let's talk this out ...  mu Yandong's face was filled with anxiety. 

His heart was already filled with fear. 

He didn't dare to fight and only hoped that they could talk things out. 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei was observing the spiritual Flame King's condition. 

At this moment, the spirit Flame King was in a spirit body state! 

In other words, the spiritual Flame King had already died in the war back then. 

The spirit Flame King in front of him was just a ghost. 

Of course, the evil spirit also had combat power, not to mention that the evil spirit of the spiritual Flame 

King also controlled the spiritual bursting flames King Sword! 

"We demons have nothing to say to you humans. Go to hell!" 

 die!  the spiritual Flame King roared with killing intent, activating the power of the spiritual Flame King 

Sword. 

A great battle! It was activated with a single touch! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1986: Re-Seal (1) 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

With a deafening sound, a terrifying demonic flame rushed out of the spiritual bursting flames sword. 

Like a sea of fire burning the sky, the entire space was shrouded in Crimson flames. 
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The temperature rose sharply, causing the earth's crust and rocks above to begin to melt, turning into 

liquid lava. 

Large drops of lava fell down like a rain of lava. It was a shocking sight. 

Chen Xiaobei and mu Yandong quickly retreated, trying their best to stay away from the lava storm. 

One had to know that the lava was wrapped in demonic flames and had an extremely high temperature. 

Even the Nightstalker outfit couldn't withstand it. 

If the lava landed on one's body, one's skin and flesh would split open in minutes, leaving one either 

dead or crippled! 

Of course! 

Chen Xiaobei and mu Yandong's speed of retreat could not be faster than the spiritual bursting flames 

sword! 

"Go to hell!" 

The spiritual Flame King roared and launched a fatal attack! 

A terrifying dragon-like demonic flame rushed out of the sea of fire! 

The full power of a five-star earth-god was unleashed as he attacked mu Yandong without mercy. 

"Oh my God ... Why did they attack me first ..." 

Mu Yandong's tears were already streaming down his face as he hurriedly activated the two three-star 

earth-god instruments in his hands. He had to defend with all his might. 

As the saying goes, to capture the bandits, first capture the king! 

Mu Yandong was stronger and he had two three-star earth-god instruments. The spirit Flame King would 

naturally choose to kill mu Yandong first. 

"BOOM!" 

With a loud explosion, the dragon-like demonic flames shot forward, crossing a distance of a thousand 

meters before slamming into mu Yandong. 

"Pfft ..." 

Mu Yandong spurted out a mouthful of blood as he was sent flying. Like a shooting star, he landed a 

hundred meters away. 

A huge crater the size of a basketball court was created by mu Yandong's body! 

One could only imagine how terrifying the power of the demonic flame was! 

"Ugh ... Cough, cough, cough ..." 

Mu Yandong lay in the crater, coughing up blood. His face was as white as a sheet, and he was on his last 

breath. 



Who dared to think about it! 

Mu Yandong, who had four million health points, had more than half of his bones and tendons broken. 

His internal organs were all shattered, and he was suffering from severe internal bleeding! 

A heaven's chosen ranked fifth on the minor heavenly fate ranking couldn't even stand up! 

What was even more unbelievable was that the two three-star earth-god instruments had both 

shattered into pieces! 

Of course, if it weren't for the protection of these two earth-god instruments, mu Yandong would have 

been blown to pieces by now! 

The outcome was decided in an instant. The spirit Flame King had an overwhelming advantage over mu 

Yandong! 

In the distance, the hundreds of thousands of people who were watching the battle instantly turned 

ashen. Their hearts turned cold, and howls of despair rose and fell in the crowd. 

 that's really a five-star earth-god instrument ... The Crown Prince has lost ... We're dead ...  

"It's over ... It's completely over! If even the first Prince can't withstand the enemy's attack, the rest of 

us will be fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered!" 

"Let's run ... Let's run ... We'll only die if we stay ..." 

"Stop dreaming! With our speed, there's no way we can escape the enemy's grasp. We're only left with 

a dead end, without a doubt ..." 

Without a doubt, the power of the flame spiritual King Sword had shocked everyone. 

Fear was like a sharp knife, deeply stabbing into people's souls! Despair was like a drill that ruthlessly 

carved into people's bones! 

For a moment, there were hundreds of thousands of people at the scene, but no one moved. 

Not only did he not dare to fight, but he also did not even have the courage to escape! 

Like hundreds of thousands of statues, they were completely frozen in place. 

To put it bluntly, he was waiting for death! 

"Everyone, don't panic! My master is still here! He must have a way to save us!" 

Xuanyuan tuohai clenched his fists tightly. Even though he could not hide his fear, he still trusted Chen 

Xiaobei unconditionally. 

"You still dare to mention your master?" 

 what? " mu Chenyu said angrily, " if it wasn't for your master, why would we have released the spiritual 

Flame King? " In the end! It's all your master's fault!" 

The hundreds of thousands of people around him felt the same anger. They wanted to rush up and kill 

Chen Xiaobei to vent their anger. 



"No! My master would not harm anyone! He ordered the slaves to retreat in advance to protect 

everyone!" 

"That's right!" Xuanyuan tuohai gritted his teeth. The spirit Flame King was released by my master! But I 

believe that master will have a way to deal with the spiritual Flame King! We will definitely protect 

everyone from harm!" 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding people started cursing even more. 

"Are you blind? Our first Prince has been completely defeated! Your master is useless!" 

"Our first Prince is a heaven's chosen who is ranked fifth on the minor heavenly fate ranking! Your 

master is not even a fart, and you want to settle the spiritual Flame King? Simply daydreaming!" 

"Little brat! Open your eyes wide and look! The spiritual Flame King made his move again! If your master 

isn't instantly killed, I'll live stream my castration!" 

There was no doubt that in the eyes of the hundreds of thousands of people, the first Prince of 

Vermillion Bird, mu Yandong, was an extremely powerful existence. Chen Xiaobei could not even be 

compared to mu Yandong. 

Everyone thought that once the spiritual Flame King attacked, Chen Xiaobei would be killed in an 

instant. 

"Master! I believe in you! You've already shown me too many shocking and miraculous things! This time 

will not be an exception!" 

Of all of them, only Xuanyuan tuohai held fast to his faith and trusted Chen Xiaobei. 

At the center of the excavation site. 

Spirit Flame dynasty saw Chen Xiaobei approaching and asked, " "Little brat! Why aren't you running? 

Could it be that he had already accepted his fate? Are you waiting for me to kill you?" 

"I'm only retreating from the lava Rain's range. I have no intention of escaping!" 

Chen Xiaobei stood there and said calmly, " "In fact, I already knew that you wouldn't keep your 

promise! And I've already prepared a way to deal with you!" 

"What? You want to deal with me?" 

"You must be dreaming!" The spiritual Flame King said disdainfully. In terms of strength, you're inferior 

to that person just now! To me, all of you are nothing but ants! I can crush you all with just a finger!" 

"If that's the case, then there's no need for any more nonsense!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "I saved you from the seal, but you repaid my kindness with ingratitude! Today, I'll 

seal you again so that you'll be trapped forever and never be able to unseal yourself!" 

"What? You? Seal me? Hahaha ..." 

 hahaha!  the spirit Flame King laughed disdainfully, " this is the stupidest joke I've ever heard!  What 

right do you have to seal me? With? What? Is it?" 



"The devil Kingdom will last for ten thousand generations, and the Saint Soul will live forever! The dead 

souls of the demon race are all slaves!" 

 kill!  Chen Xiaobei shouted as a dark red halo appeared on his palm. 

"Absorb!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1987: The Secret Of The Demonic Race (2) 

"Heavens ... How ... How could the infinite soul ring be in your hands ... That's the life artifact of our 

demon race's Saint King ..." 

 ah!  the spiritual Flame King screamed like a mouse that had seen a Tiger. His eyes were filled with fear. 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer. Instead, he took out a million low-grade spiritual stones, crushed them, 

and absorbed all the spiritual Qi into the infinite soul ring. 

"Chi ... Chi ..." 

Millions of spiritual energy were instantly burned out, and the special ability of the infinite soul ring was 

completely activated. 

The soul ring floated above Chen Xiaobei's palm, slowly rotating and expanding. A small demon King 

Dharma form appeared. 

The infinite soul ring contained a seventh of the demon race's Saint King's soul. 

The small Dharma power that had appeared was naturally the limitless Saint Demon King's Dharma 

power. 

Clang! Clang! 

The spiritual Flame King seemed to be greatly frightened. His mind trembled, and the explosive flame 

spiritual King Sword fell to the ground. 

 I ... I am the South town's Spirit Flame King ... I ... I pay my respects to Your Majesty, the Holy King ...  

The spirit Flame King seemed to be very reluctant, but his body seemed to be unable to control itself as 

it knelt on the ground and kowtowed to the limitless Saint Demon King's Dharma power. 

One had to know that the limitless Saint Demon King was the spiritual totem of all the members of the 

demon nation. He was the highest belief of the entire demon race! 

When the spirit Flame King saw the limitless Saint Demon King, it was like an insect seeing a twelve-

winged Golden Cicada. The fear came from the bottom of its heart, and it could not help but surrender. 

It was an instinctive behavior! 

"Absorb!" 
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Following Chen Xiaobei's command, the Infinity Saint Demon King's Dharma form suddenly extended its 

demonic claw! 

The demonic claw expanded in the wind and caught the spiritual Flame King like an adult holding a little 

chick! 

The spiritual Flame King had died in battle tens of millions of years ago! 

At this moment, the spirit Flame King was just a ghost in the form of a spirit body! 

"Swish!" 

The limitless Saint Demon King's claws exerted force and directly pulled the spirit Flame King into The 

Limitless Soul ring! 

Immediately after, the sea of fire around them began to gradually dissipate, and the temperature slowly 

dropped. 

After a while, the entire space returned to peace, and the threat of the spiritual Flame King was 

completely removed. 

Seeing this, the hundreds of thousands of people in the distance were all stunned. 

A few seconds ago, they were still mocking Chen Xiaobei, thinking that Chen Xiaobei had harmed 

everyone. They even wanted to surround Chen Xiaobei and kill him! 

But now, they were looking at Chen Xiaobei in awe, as if they were looking at a God. 

 the spirit Flame King has disappeared ... This ... This can't be my hallucination, right ...  

Mu Chenyu's eyes were wide open and his mouth was wide open. He was still in shock as he said, " 

"Childe Chen, Who are you? He really subdued the spiritual Flame King?" 

The thousands of Imperial Guards were even more dumbfounded as they trembled in fear, " "Childe 

Zhufeng is a God! He actually subdued the spirit Flame King in an instant ... We really didn't know that 

he was a great man ..." 

The hundreds of thousands of slaves were the most shocked, and their exclamations rose and 

fell."Childe Zhufeng, are you a God? He didn't harm us, he protected all of us! Long live Childe Chen ... 

Long live Childe Chen Chen ..." 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan tuohai said proudly, " "Facts speak louder than words! I told you! My master will 

definitely not let you down! Now you believe me!" 

Xuanyuan tuohai's voice was filled with excitement, his chin held high. To be able to stand in the crowd 

as Chen Xiaobei's disciple, it was a great honor! 

On the other side. 

Chen Xiaobei walked over slowly and picked up the spiritual bursting flames King Sword with one hand 

and the infinite soul ring with the other. 

"Remove the spiritual connection!" 



Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

"Yes, sir!" 

The voice of the spiritual Flame King came from the infinite soul ring. 

In the next moment, the spiritual Flame King removed the spiritual connection between him and the 

spiritual bursting flames spiritual King Sword. 

Obviously, the special ability of the infinite soul ring was Soul Absorption and soul Control! 

The devil Kingdom existed for ten thousand generations, and the Saint Soul was eternal! 

The dead souls of the demon race were all slaves! 

The dark Souls of the demon race that were absorbed into the infinite soul ring would be under absolute 

control. They would be like slaves and completely obey the soul ring's master! 

 the spiritual bursting flames King Sword will still belong to me in the end!  

Chen Xiaobei connected his spiritual energy with the spiritual energy of the spiritual bursting flames 

spiritual King Sword and became its new owner. 

 five-star earth-god instrument, officially in my possession!  

Chen Xiaobei grinned, but quickly frowned and said, "  the energy in the spiritual bursting flames King 

Sword has been exhausted ... From now on, every time I activate its power, I have to burn up ten billion 

spiritual stones ... It's really expensive ...  

Chen Xiaobei kept the spiritual bursting flames sword and looked at the crater in the distance. 

At this moment, many people had already rushed over to save mu Yandong. At the very least, he had 

managed to keep his life. 

Chen Xiaobei ignored him, lifted the infinite soul ring and asked, " "Tell me, what secrets do you know?" 

This was because Wuji Saint Demon King's soul was only one-seventh of its original size, and it didn't 

have a complete consciousness. 

So, Chen Xiaobei could only ask the recently captured spiritual Flame King about the secret of the 

limitless demon nation. 

 yes!  the spirit Flame King said.  countless years ago, we, the limitless demon clan, used to live in the 

'demonic realm', which was independent of the Three Realms!  

"Devil World?" Chen Xiaobei recalled a conversation he had with Monkey King. 

In the heavenly realm, there was a forbidden area that even ordinary Immortals did not dare to step 

into. It was the ancient desolate land! 

Chen Xiaobei's primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual and witch dragon blood 

were both found in the ruins of the ancient land by the prime of Tongtian. 

At the end of the ancient desolate land was the demonic realm, where the Rahu demonic race lived! 



During the first measureless cultivation tribulation, ancestor of devil luohou tried to become a Sage, but 

Hongjun did not agree. 

Luo Yi harbored a grudge and drained the hundreds of millions of spiritual veins in the West in an 

attempt to defeat the Dao ancestor and control the heavenly path alone. However, in the end, Luo Yi 

was killed by the Dao ancestor. 

Since then, the devil clan had completely declined and hid in the devil realm, never daring to come out 

again. 

Right now, the fourth immeasurable catastrophe was coming. Some heavenly path sages had already 

predicted that the luohou demon race might make a comeback. 

Because of this, sect leader Tongtian and the other heavenly path sages had gone deep into the ancient 

Barrens time and time again, trying to go to the end of the ancient Barrens and seal the exit of the 

demon world! 

"I really didn't expect that the devil race had already appeared in the human world!" 

Chen Xiaobei's brows were furrowed and his expression was serious.  "It looks like the heavenly Dao 

Saints" calculations were completely correct! The demons will definitely make a big move in this Eon!" 

"Young master? What are you talking about? I don't understand what you're saying." Spiritual Flame 

King asked in confusion. 

It was obvious that the limitless demon race was only a small branch of the demon world, so it was 

naturally impossible for them to know about the immeasurable calamity. 

"You don't need to understand!" 

"Continue to tell me the secret of the limitless demon nation!" Chen Xiaobei said. The more detailed, 

the better!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 1988: The Ultimate Conspiracy (1) 

 our limitless demon clan is only a small branch of the demon Realm. Because of our low status in the 

demon Realm, we've always wanted to leave!  

 it's a spatial Rift!  the spirit Flame King said.  then, a spatial Rift appeared in our territory!  Thus, our 

entire clan moved to the current devil earth continent!" 

 tens of millions of years ago, the devil earth continent used to have fertile land and lush vegetation. Its 

environment was no worse than any other continent!  

 however, the so-called righteous sects that lived here at that time couldn't tolerate the existence of us 

demons. They kept launching Wars and wanted to kill us all!  

 every war will cause great misery and suffering, and the environment will be greatly damaged ... 

However, the human ruler is determined not to stop the war!  
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 as a result, a large number of human deaths and injuries occurred year after year. Coupled with the 

increasingly harsh environment, it was no longer suitable for human habitation ... Therefore, a vast 

number of humans began to escape from this continent ...  

"Those who refused to run and insisted on fighting were all killed by our demon race in the end! We'll 

rule this continent and establish the unprecedentedly powerful limitless demon nation!" 

"Young master, you should know what happened after that." 

 the boundless demon Kingdom is unprecedentedly powerful.  the spiritual Flame King paused for a 

moment and continued, " with the power of a kingdom, we can even compete with the four continents 

of the Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Vermillion Bird, and black Tortoise!  

 however, the people of the four continents called for reinforcements from the earth-god Realm and 

joined forces to attack our limitless demon nation. They killed all the demons in our country and buried 

our nation underground, never to see the light of day!  

Speaking of this, the spirit Flame King's tone was full of hatred and endless anger. 

Obviously, there were men, women, old and young among the demon race. Not all demon Venerables 

were sinners who should be killed. 

In that country-destroying war, more than half of the innocents of the demon race were killed! That was 

why the spiritual Flame King was so angry. 

"Yes, I've heard of this battle." 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  but I don't understand why the four continents didn't make a move 

earlier. Why did they kill you all when the devil nation was not as strong as they used to be? Instead, 

you're waiting for the devil nation to be at its strongest before making a move?" 

"Because humans are too sinister!" 

 what if the four continents joined forces to attack us when we first arrived? " the spiritual Flame King 

said angrily.  we wouldn't even have a chance to stand on our own!  

"However, the four continents just watched from the side, not caring about the life and death of this 

continent! As a result, this continent was in a state of constant war, and the people were in constant 

panic and fear!" 

"After that, trillions of people fled this continent and went to the other four continents! At the same 

time, the fear of the demon race was also brought over!" 

"Next, our demon race completely ruled this continent and established the limitless demon nation! As a 

result, the people in the other four continents fell into deep fear!" 

"Everyone is afraid that the demons will kill them! They would destroy their homes! It will bring the end 

of the world!" 

"Finally, our limitless demon nation is strong enough to resist the Joint Forces of the four continents! 

This also caused the fear in the hearts of the people to rise to the peak!" 



"At this time, the square continent called for reinforcements from the earth-god Realm! He had 

completely destroyed the limitless demon nation! It has completely resolved the fear in the hearts of 

the people!" 

"Thus, trillions of citizens saw those who destroyed the devil nation as great heroes, and even saviors! 

To become their most devout believer!" 

The spiritual Flame King's tone was grave, and the hatred in his heart grew stronger. 

 that is to say, the original humans of devil earth and all the Devils in the devil nation have been used as 

tools by the four great continents!  Chen Xiaobei said. It's a tool to increase their number of believers!" 

"You're right!" 

 that's right!  the spirit Flame King said in a deep voice.  back then, the four continents did not have a 

supreme ruler because of that war!  The four leaders of the human race have each gained a huge 

number of believers!" 

 the four of them received the devout faith and infinite support of the people. That's why they built the 

four royal cities of the Azure Dragon, The White Tiger, the Vermillion Bird, and the Black Tortoise, and 

became the four top forces that ruled apocalypse Starfield!  

 it's also because of the support of a large number of believers that the square Imperial City has existed 

for tens of millions of years and has not declined!  

"The members of the four royal cities have also become innumerable tribulation aristocrats! In the eyes 

of the people, they were like gods! He was high and mighty! It's inviolable!" 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but fall into deep thought. 

Men fight for luck, Buddha fights for incense! At the end of the day, they were all fighting for believers! 

The rulers of the four continents destroyed the devil nation and gained a large number of believers. 

Thus, they obtained a prosperous fate that lasted for tens of millions of years! 

As long as their destiny did not decline, their rule would not end! 

This was the power of a believer! This was what people often called the power of the people's hearts! 

However, the way the rulers of the four continents recruited believers was too sinister. 

First, he would let the people of the devil earth fight against the devil race, then continue to let the devil 

Kingdom grow stronger. He would only destroy the devil Kingdom when the people were most afraid! 

This method could indeed gain a large number of believers, but it would greatly damage one's virtue! 

This was because, in this process, too many humans had died in vain. At the same time, a huge number 

of innocents from the demon race had died. 

Therefore, although the rulers of the four continents had a large number of believers, they must be evil 

people with negative merits in the merit book! 



Chen Xiaobei made up his mind. He wanted to fight for followers, but he would do it openly and not 

through such despicable means! 

Karma would come sooner or later! 

"Didn't young master ask me before? Why do all the major powers keep their eyes on the same area in 

the devil earth and keep digging?" 

 that's because, during the war, it was the ancestors of the four continents who sealed the souls of the 

Four Guardian Kings of the demon race!  the spirit Flame King continued. Of course, they know where to 

dig!" 

 the heaven dominating faction and the demonic sect are also related to the earth level deities who 

came down to help us. Therefore, the heaven dominating faction can find Saint King relics in the area 

they excavate, while the demonic sect can find a terrifying sky demon array in the area they excavate!  

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and looked worried. 

"The demons were completely defeated in the Great War back then!" 

 why? " Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked, " why didn't the major forces destroy the demonic saint's 

soul? " Instead, it sealed their souls? Why did he keep the sky demon spell formation? Isn't this just 

raising a Tiger to cause trouble?" 

"That's right! This is raising a Tiger only to bring disaster upon oneself!" 

 of course!  the spirit Flame King said seriously.  if we don't rear Tigers, why would the people be afraid? 

" The people were not afraid? How can those sinister rulers use the same trick again?" 

 the same old trick!?  Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 
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"That's right! It's the same old trick!" 

 yes!  the spirit Flame King continued, " for thousands of years, generations have passed! The earliest 

innumerable tribulation aristocrats, as well as their earth-god supporters, have basically all died of old 

age!" 

 from then on, their offspring will inherit the position of the aristocrats and continue to rule the four 

continents of apocalypse Starfield! 

 the aristocrats of the later generations have been passed down from generation to generation. Even 

though they still have a large number of believers, their number has been greatly reduced compared to 

tens of millions of years ago!  

 the main point is that the people today are no longer the people from tens of millions of years ago. 

Although their beliefs have been passed down, most people's beliefs have changed!  

 the number of believers of the aristocrats and the earth-god Realm behind them is decreasing year by 

year, and their luck has also fallen to a new low!  
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 so, this time, they want to use the fear of the people to gather the people again, just like they did tens 

of thousands of years ago. They want to gain more believers than they did in the past!  

The spiritual Flame King's explanation was very detailed, and it completely exposed a shocking 

conspiracy! 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked, but he remained calm.  "You've always been sealed, how do you know so 

much about the future?" 

"It's simple!" 

 of course!  Spirit Flame King said.  in the underground devil Kingdom, about a million slaves die every 

year!  Some of them are more or less knowledgeable. When the dark Souls descend to the ground, I 

often chat with them, so I naturally know the general situation outside!" 

Chen Xiaobei asked, " "What else do you know?" 

 I also know that in recent years,'demonic cultivators' have appeared in apocalypse Starfield and 

disturbed the peace of the human race! There's even a legend of the birth of a demon child in the earth-

god Realm!" 

"This is all part of the conspiracy!" The spiritual Flame King said in a deep voice. It was to plant the seeds 

of fear in the hearts of the people! To make the false conspiracy seem even more real!" 

 the birth of the demonic sect's demonic man and son is not enough to scare the people. What's their 

next plan? " Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Young master is wise! Of course, there's a conspiracy behind it!" 

 " for thousands of years, heaven dominating faction, demonic sect, and imperial cities all had ways to 

dig underground, " Spirit Flame King said.  but they wanted to dig slowly, all for this final plot!  

"Be more specific!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"I wonder if young master has heard of it?" 

 recently, the demonic sect has started to capture young boys and girls, " the spirit Flame King said in a 

deep voice.  they want children under the age of seven. And they need 8100 of them!  

"I've heard of it!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I heard that the demonic sect is going to cut off the children's flesh and 

blood and turn them into the 8100 formation eyes of the seven ultimate Holy Infant demonic formation!  

"That's not the seven absolute Holy Infant demonic formation ..." 

 yes!  the spirit Flame King said seriously.  in fact, it is the ancient heavenly demon spell formation that is 

buried under the excavation area of the demonic sect!  With 8,100 children as sacrifices and the entire 

spirit vein burned, you can unleash power infinitely close to the level of a heaven immortal!" 

"What? Heaven ... Heaven immortal ... What are they trying to do?" Chen Xiaobei was so shocked that 

his back was drenched in cold sweat. He could not imagine what was going to happen next. 



"They? Of course, it's to make the people afraid!" 

 the ancient sky demon formation will be activated, " the spirit Flame King said.  it will kill all 800 million 

slaves in the underground demon Kingdom!  

 this ...  Chen Xiaobei's heart trembled. It was as if he had been struck by lightning. He was completely 

stunned and could not speak. 

 the news of the tragic death of 800 million slaves will be sent back to apocalypse Starfield as soon as 

possible!  

 then, " the spirit Flame King continued, " all the people in apocalypse Starfield will know that the Son of 

the Demon King will lead the demon race back to the human world and Destroy All Humans!  

 then, fear will spread to every corner of apocalypse Starfield like an infectious disease! To make 

everyone fall into extreme panic!" 

 at this time, the apocalyptic aristocrats of the four royal cities will join hands and stand up, just like they 

did tens of millions of years ago. They will exterminate the evil and protect the people!  

 why? " the spirit Flame King paused and continued, " didn't you ask why the human race didn't destroy 

our souls thousands of years ago? " Instead, it's the yin souls that are sealing us?" 

"Now that the answer is out, it's to 'capture' our souls and make them disappear in front of the people! 

At that time, we'll capture the prophesied evil demon's sons and execute them together!" 

"The demons have been completely exterminated, and the human race has regained its peace! The 

aristocrats and their backers would become the Saviors of the world once again! He was once again 

worshipped by the world! We've gained a huge number of believers again!" 

The spiritual Flame King's tone became heavy, and he said, " "This is their entire scheme! He sacrificed 

his own kind to deceive his believers! It's the same old trick from thousands of years ago!" 

 the human heart ... Is indeed the scariest thing in the world ...  Chen Xiaobei sighed and said, " 

"Fortunately, I know everything now. I must stop this conspiracy!" 

"If young master can do this, it will naturally be a good deed for the benefit of the human race! We four 

Shakyamuni can also temporarily protect our souls from destruction! Ling Yan, thank you!" The spiritual 

Flame King said solemnly. 

"I'll go and subdue the other three Shakyamuni now! Let those people who want to get rid of the devil 

have no devil to get rid of!" With a thought, the infinite soul ring disappeared into Chen Xiaobei's palm. 

"Tuo hai! Let's go!"  let's go!  Chen Xiaobei shouted and released the somersault cloud. 

"AI! It's coming!" Xuanyuan taohai hurriedly ran over. 

"Master! You were so cool just now! He had easily subdued the spiritual Flame King! I can't be more 

carefree!" 

Xuanyuan taohai eagerly came over and chuckled.  "You don't know this, but the Imperial Guards and 

the slaves worship you to the core! You even flattered me! I'm so happy!" 



"Quickly come up! Otherwise, you won't be able to leave!" Chen Xiaobei pulled Xuanyuan tuohai up the 

somersault cloud. 

 stop ... Stop them ... Don't let them escape ...  

From afar, mu Yandong, who was half-dead, shouted with all his might, ordering the others to stop him. 

However, with the speed of a two-star earth-god, Chen Xiaobei and Xuanyuan tuohai had already 

disappeared from mu Yandong's sight before he could finish his sentence. 

 it's over ... We're in big trouble ...  mu Yandong knew about the conspiracy, and naturally, he knew the 

consequences of the spirit Flame King's disappearance. 

 quick ... Inform my father ... The meeting between the four kings must be carried out immediately ... 

Quick ...  mu Yandong coughed up a mouthful of blood, his entire being listless. 

…… 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had already brought Xuanyuan tuohai to the excavation site of Black 

Tortoise Imperial City. 

One of the Shakyamuni of the devil nation, fiendish water King, was sealed here! 
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 this is the excavation area of Black Tortoise capital city!  

 let's keep a low profile, " Xuanyuan tuohai whispered.  mu Yandong must have held a grudge against us 

just now. We can't afford to offend the people of Black Tortoise capital city, right? " 

 we'll have to ask the spiritual Flame King!  

Chen Xiaobei summoned the infinite soul ring from his palm and asked, " "Spirit Flame! We've already 

arrived! How can I unseal the fiendish water King?" 

 I'm not sure ...  Spirit Flame King said, "  for thousands of years, I've only figured out a way to break my 

own seal. As for how to save fiendwater King, I'll have to ask him face to face!  

 " what's that? " Chen Xiaobei asked again, " does fiendwater King have a weapon similar to spiritual 

bursting flames sword? " 

"Of course!" 

"Explosive flame spiritual King Sword!" The spiritual Flame King said. Killing sunflower water King Sword! 

Furious Thunder King Sword! Dark gold fantasy King Sword! These are the Natal swords of the four 

Shakyamuni!" 

"Four Swords as one can defeat a six-star earth-god! With the four Swords as one and the formation 

map of the infinite sword formation, I can fight against a seven-star earth-god!" 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. This was too much of a coincidence! 
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It must be noted that sect leader Tongtian's most powerful Dharma Treasure was the formation map of 

the four immortal-killing swords and the immortal-killing sword formation! 

Once the four celestial slaying swords formed a formation, the four heavenly path Saints had to join 

forces to break the formation! 

When the four immortal-killing swords and the immortal-killing formation map were still around, sect 

leader Tongtian was invincible under Dao ancestor Hongjun! 

Unfortunately, the tribe of severity was defeated in the third cultivation tribulation. All of sect leader 

Tongtian's treasures were taken away, except for the broken Qingping sword. 

Chen Xiaobei was determined to help the prime of Tongtian regain his former glory in the fourth 

measureless cataclysm. 

Of course, this was a story for later. 

Coincidentally, Chen Xiaobei found out that there were also Four Swords and a formation in the 

demonic tribe. Chen Xiaobei had a good impression of them. 

 I now have the flame burst Spirit King Sword.  

"Where can I find the other three demonic swords?" Chen Xiaobei asked. I also want the formation map 

of the infinite sword formation! This way, I'll have my own 'little fairy slaying sword formation'. Just 

thinking about it makes me feel pretty good!" 

"I'm afraid we won't be able to find these things for a while ..." 

The spiritual Flame King sighed.  the battle was very intense back then. The explosive flame spiritual King 

Sword was sent flying during the battle. It fell into the demonic spirit volcano by chance. That's why it's 

still here!  The other three demonic swords should have fallen into the hands of the enemy ..." 

"Where's the infinite sword formation?" Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

"The formation diagram was preserved by His Majesty the Saint King!" 

 if the 'limitless nine-floor Pagoda' has not been dug out by the enemy, " Spirit Flame King said.  the 

formation map should be there!  

"The limitless nine-layered Pagoda? What is that?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"That's the Treasury of our limitless demon nation! It's also a very special earth-god instrument!" 

 let's find a way to unseal the three Guardian Kings first, " the spirit Flame King said.  after that, we'll 

take you to the Wuji nine-floor Pagoda!  

"Alright!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  let's go and ask the fiendwater King how we can help him!  

Chen Xiaobei then took out the earth escape Holy gourd. 

With a thought, he brought Xuanyuan tuohai into the earth and went straight underground. 



The spiritual Flame King had a certain level of spiritual perception, and the general direction could not 

be wrong. 

After going several tens of thousands of meters underground, there were obvious spiritual fluctuations 

in the surroundings. He could sense the existence of a sealing array. 

"Human! This King feels the aura of a human ... Damn human ... Who gave you the guts to come near 

this King ..." 

Suddenly, a fierce voice came from the ground, full of hostility. 

"Fiendish water! It's me!" The spiritual Flame King said in a deep voice. 

 you ... You're the spiritual Flame King?!  "What are you doing with a human?!" Fiendwater King 

exclaimed. Are you crazy?!" 

"Childe Zhufeng is not an ordinary person," Spirit Flame King said seriously. He will save us! He will also 

stop the scheme of the aristocrats!" 

"What? Will he stop those despicable aristocrats?" 

"No!" Fiendwater King couldn't believe it. I don't believe it! The human heart was even more vicious 

than the fiercest magical beast! I will never believe in humans!" 

"It's not up to you not to believe!" 

"Childe Zhufeng has already taken control of the infinite soul ring!" The spirit Flame King said solemnly. 

Seeing a soul ring was like seeing His Majesty the Holy King himself! The limitless demon race must listen 

to Childe Chen's orders! Unless you have forgotten the teachings of our ancestors and his Majesty the 

Holy King!" 

"I ..." 

Fiendish water King was instantly at a loss for words. He paused for a moment and then said seriously, " 

"Of course I won't forget the ancestral teachings, and I definitely won't forget Your Majesty! However, 

this brat is not His Majesty the Holy King!" 

"The young man beside him is Xuanyuan tuohai!" 

 he is the legendary 'demon' in the earth-god Realm, " the spirit Flame King continued.  in fact, he has 

really inherited the Holy King's bloodline! Let's call him the 'Holy Son'! " 

 Saint!?  

Fiendwater King was stunned for a moment, then he shouted devoutly, " "Your subordinate greets the 

Holy Son! The original Holy Son is just like the legends, bringing endless slaughter and disaster to 

mankind!" 

"I haven't finished!" 

 the Holy Son is now Childe Chen's disciple, " Spirit Flame King continued.  fiendwater, what else do you 

have to say? " 



"What?" 

 what?!  fiendwater King was shocked.  how can our noble Holy Son have a human as his master? this ... 

This is ridiculous!  

"Fiendwater King!" 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai shouted angrily, " "My master already has the infinite soul ring. If you 

don't accept it, you're disloyal to the Holy King!" 

"Besides, a teacher for a day is a father for life. I will follow master for the rest of my life! If you don't 

accept it, then don't call me Saint!" 

"There's one more important point! Right now, only my master can stop the scheme of the aristocrats! If 

you don't accept it, you can just wait for your soul to be destroyed!" 

Xuanyuan tuohai's aura was imposing, and he really had the bearing of a Saint. 

As the saying goes, one is marked by the company of Vermillion, and one is marked by company of ink! 

Following Chen Xiaobei, Xuanyuan tuohai's courage had grown! 

"I ... I ..." 

Fiendwater King hesitated for a while and finally compromised, " "I'm convinced! Greetings, Childe 

Chen! Seeing Childe Chen was like seeing the Holy King! From now on, I'll follow Childe Chen's orders!" 

"Very good!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded, satisfied.  "I'll help you unseal now, and then you'll work for me in the infinite soul 

ring!" 

"Yes, sir!" Fiendwater King was convinced and lost his spirit. 

He was underground, and the formation was in the soil and stones. He could find the formation eye and 

destroy it directly to remove the seal. 

The evil water King's soul did not resist at all. After it left the seal, it entered the infinite soul ring and 

completely submitted to Chen Xiaobei. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei went to the Azure Dragon Imperial City and The White Tiger Imperial City. 

Using the same method, Chen Xiaobei managed to subdue both the wildthunder King and Fantasy Gold 

King. 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 

At this moment, his phone rang. It was menglu. 


